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On projective and separable properties 
Abstract 
A language L over the Cartesian product of component alphabets is called ~~~~j~~c’firc~ if it IS 
closed under projections. i.e., together with each word x E L, it contains all the words that have 
the same prqjections up to stuttering as Y. We prove that the projective languages arc precisely the 
languages obtained using parallel composition and intersection from stuttering-closed component 
languages in each of the following classes of languages: regular. star-free regular. c~~rcgulat 
and star-free (!I-regular. Languages of these classes can also be seen as properties of various 
temporal logics which are used to specify properties of concurrent systems. In particular. the 
star-kc cu-regular languages coincide with properties expressed using Propositional Linear Tcm- 
poral Logic. Some uses of projective properties for specification and ~crification of programs arc 
studied. 
I. Introduction 
Consider the co-regular languages (i.e., languages of infinite words that can bc rec- 
ognized by Biichi automata) over alphabets C that are the Cartesian products of UMI- 
ponc~zt pairwise disjoint alphabets C = ZI K x I,,. Such an alphabet arises naturally, 
e.g.. as the set of global states of a concurrent program P, where each process F: of 
P has its own local component state space 2,. Consider a projection of the words 
from 2”’ over a local alphabet C; that also removes finite consecutive repetitions (i.e.. 
stuttering [ 181) of letters. A language L 5: C ” is called pr(!jo(.fjcp if it is closed un- 
der projection equivalence; i.e.. if x E L. and the projections of 3 over all the local 
alphabets are the same as those of /j, then /i t L. 
We show that for the class of regular languages, the projective languages coincide 
c~.wrtl~- with the class of languages termed SCJ~IN~YII& tmguuyr.s obtained from compo- 
nent languages (i.e., languages over the component alphabets) using the set operators 
of ,finitcl union U and cmcurrtwt corqmsitiorz //. That is. 1, c C* is projective if and 
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only if L = lJ:=, 11J5, Li,i for stuttering-closed regular Li,) C ZT. The same result will 
also be shown for the classes of w-regular, star-free [ 191 (also called counter-free) 
regular and star-free o-regular languages. 
The study of classes of languages over infinite words is important for the specifica- 
tion of software using temporal logic: the w-regular languages are known to correspond 
to the properties expressed using the propositional temporal logic ETL (extended tem- 
poral logic) [34]. The w-regular languages, recognized by star-free Biichi automata, 
correspond to the properties expressed using the temporal logic LTL (linear temporal 
logic) [8,19]. 
The correspondence between languages over component alphabets and temporal for- 
mulas preserves the structure of the local component alphabets: the propositions 9 
of the temporal formulas are partitioned according to the components of the alphabet. 
That is, .Y is the disjoint union ,Yi VG 92 H k-b .3$, where Ci = 2.“‘. Thus, a local pro- 
perty is a temporal formula that involves only propositions from a single component. 
For temporal properties, separable properties are those that can be written as boolean 
combinations, i.e., using the Boolean operators disjunction, conjunction and negation 
of stuttering-closed local properties. 
Using a standard translation from languages to temporal properties, i.e., formulas in 
LTL or ETL, one can speak about projective properties. The above results, connecting 
projective and separable languages, are transferred from o-languages to ETL and LTL 
properties using the correspondence between properties expressed in these logics and 
o-regular and star-free o-regular languages, respectively. Thus, for the temporal logics 
LTL and ETL. the projective properties are always expressible as a boolean combination 
of local (stuttering-closed) properties. 
Although it is quite easy to see that the separable languages (or properties, respec- 
tively) in the above classes of languages are projective, the other direction is not 
trivial. It seems intuitive that the projective languages (properties) are always sep- 
arable, but this is quite misleading. For example, consider adding to LTL or ETL 
the modal SC((P, $), which is true in a sequence if the number of changes to the 
truth value of Cp and of $ are the same (including the case where Cp and $ change 
their value infinitely many times). Let the set of propositions .? be partitioned into 
{A} ~ZJ {B}. Then the formula q = SC(A,B) is projective, but not separable: it is 
not possible to write 9 as a ,finite boolean combination of properties of A and 
of B. 
One example of a projective property is sturvation-freedom of a program, i.e., the 
requirement that each process always has the opportunity to progress. This property 
does not constrain the order in which the various processes progress. A less trivial 
example is of two processes Pi and F’z, where Pi terminates iff P2 terminates. Other 
examples include program termination and many response and fairness properties [8]. 
One application for projective properties is in reducing the state explosion problem 
in model-checking [lo]. Algorithms for checking that a program P satisfies its temporal 
specification Cp (e.g., [28]) suffer from problems of computational intractability, deriving 
from the fact that the problem is PSPACE-complete both in the size of the checked 
formula cp [30], and in the number of processes of P [ 131. This space explosion problem 
calls for various heuristic methods in order to be able to successfully complete the 
model checking before running out of memory, and within a reasonable time. 
Prrrtiul order reductions is a family of such methods for diminishing the state-space 
explosion in model checking [23, 11,9,32]. These methods are based on the obser- 
vation that in many cases different reorderings of concurrent events in an execution 
sequence (the totality of which causes a combinatorial explosion in the number of 
processes) do not affect the truth value of the checked formula. Thus, sequences may 
be grouped into equivalence classes, where the sequences in each class are equivalent 
up to such reordering. Partial order methods allow expanding a W&W/ .sftrtc graph 
(a graph that represents the global states of P and the transitions between them) foi 
P instead of the full state graph of IJ. with fewer states and edges. Such a reduced 
state graph generates at least one repr~smtatiw sequence for each such equivalence 
class. 
A reduced state graph of P can be used instead of the full state graph for model- 
checking properties that are not sensitive to the choice of representatives. Such proper- 
ties, which are called rquivaknce robust [3,23], are thus important for model checking 
based on partial-order methods. FOJ the same reason, equivalence robustness is also 
important for partial-order wr$ication methods [ 151. In general, a property may bc 
equivalence robust with respect to one program but not the other. Consider the class 
of concurrent programs with a fixed number of processes, and some fixed partitioned 
set of propositional variables .Y, such that each set of propositional variables in the 
partition is interpreted over a single process. Then, for ETL and LTL properties over 
the propositions Y, the projective properties are CJ.YUC~/J’ the set of properties that are 
equivalence robust with respect to ull of the program in this class. Hence. projective 
properties allow exploiting the equivalence robustness of a property without having to 
use additional information about the checked program. 
Projective properties are also useful with respect to concurrency control algorithms. 
Such algorithms allow increased parallelism while maintaining a ‘virtually-sequential’ 
execution: each execution sequence is equivalent to a sequential execution sequence 
up to reordering of atomic operations. These include algorithms for implementing 
caches [2] and maintaining serializability [22,25]. 
Once the virtual sequentiality property of the algorithm has been proved [2,X 2.51, 
one can verify or model-check projective properties of a sequential version of the 
program and deduce that these properties hold for its concurrent implementation. 
The concurrent implementation can contain a much bigger number of states and 
thus be more difficult to verify or needs more memory and time for model 
checking. 
In the next section, projective and separable properties are formally defined. 
Sectnon 3 presents the main result, connecting prqjective and separable properties for 
regular, star-free regular, w-regular and star-free w-regular languages. Then these results 
are transferred to the corresponding temporal logics. Section 4 presents applications of 
projective properties. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 
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2. Projective and separable properties 
Let C* be the finite words and C”’ the infinite words over Z‘. Denote CX = C” UC”‘. 
We adopt the usual regular operators over languages, e.g., L*: L”‘, L”, L+, Lt Lz, ~51 nL2, 
Lt U L2 (rather than L1 + Lz). The length of a word x is denoted by 1x1. It is m, if 
a is infinite. The complement L of L C C* (Z”‘, respectively) contains all the words 
in C* (I”‘, respectively) except those in L. We use C to denote nl U .. U u,, where 
c = {a,, ,a,}. 
Denote by $f;rst(x) (last(z), respectively) the first (last, respectively) letter of the 
finite nonempty word a. The prefix relation between strings will be denoted by C: (and 
ä for proper prefix). Denote the equivalence classes of an equivalence relation N by 
cls( -). 
The stutter-removal operator Q, applied to a (finite or infinite) word a, denoted tlx, 
replaces every maximal finite subsequence of identical elements by a single copy of 
this element. Hence, ~aaabbcaa = abca and haaabbc”’ = abc”‘. A language L over the 
alphabet C is stuttering-closed if for each (finite or infinite, respectively) word x in L, 
for each word fl such that Bee = tip, /I is also in L. For example, if aabccd E L, then 
the words abed, abccddd must also be in L. The stuttering-closure of a language L 
will be denoted by 2. It is easy to see that the stuttering-closure of a regular language 
is regular. 
Let 11 and & be two disjoint finite alphabets. We are interested in words over 
Z”, where C is the product alphabet C = Cl x C2. Thus, each letter of c E C is a 
pair of two letters (a, b), where a t Z1 and b E C2. We identify (at, bl)(a2, b2) with 
(alu2, blb2). The alphabets Cl and C2 are referred to as component alphabets. Denote 
(Z, 6) = (al, b) U. . U (a,,, 6). All the definitions and results of this paper can be easily 
generalized to an m-component alphabet C = Cl x 12 x x C,,. 
Definition 2.1. For each pair /I = (bl,bz) E Z = Cl x Z2, let /3 II= 61 and fl (z= bz. 
For each word x = ~1~2~3 . E C* U C’“, define the projection x Ii of r over C, for 
i = 1,2 to be h(c, 1, ~2 1; ~3 Ii . .). 
Notice that the projection operator also removes stutterings. For example, let 
x = (atata2a9,b3bsb5bs). 
Then z(l= LZ~LQ~~, and a(~= b3b5. 
Projections are extended from words to languages in a natural way. That is, L II= 
{z Ii 1 x E L}. The projections induce an equivalence relation E over finite and in- 
finite words over C such that ;’ E 6 iff y 11 =6 [ 1 and y /I= 6 12 . For example, 
(alala2a~,b3b5b5b5) E (alaza2a9, bxb3bsbs) since both words have the same projec- 
tions. 
Let cx t CT (or Z;l’) and /3 E C,* (or /I E C$“). Denote by EII/J the set of se- 
quences over Z*( I”‘, respectively) such that 7 E zllp iff ?/ (I= t1~ and ?/ /2= h/3. Thus, 
alip is an equivalence class of the relation E Similarly, for two languages of finite 
words or two languages of infinite words over the alphabets III and 2-2, let LI IlL: 
be the union lJ{xll/i 1 a E LI A /j E L:}. We say that f.1 jlL2 is the COMUIYYVI~ c’o777- 
posithz of f. 1 and Lz. Notice that 211 /I and hence also LI ll.L2 are always stuttering- 
closed. 
A language L C Z * is I”~<~u~LII. if it can be recognized by a finite automaton, ot 
equivalently, be written using a regular expression. Star-free regular languages [ 191 
at-e a subset of the regular languages that can be characterized in many ways. One tjt 
which is regular expressions that do not contain the star operator. A language 1, 8;: z“’ 
is cl~r-c~~~rlrr~ if it can be recognized by a Biichi automaton, or equivalently written 
as an cr)-regular expression. Star-free CC) regular languages are those expressible using 
co-regular expressions without the star operator. 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. CI 
It follows that if two languages L1 and L2 are regular (star-free regular, co-regular. 
star-free c+regular, respectively), then Ll 11L1 is also regular (star-free regular. (‘I- 
regular. star-free (u-regular, respectively). 
Definition 2.3. A language L over z‘ = 11 x C, is called pwjwtiw if it is closed 
under the projections over CI and on Zz. 
That is, if s( E L. then for any Y’ such that 1 ZE x’. x’ is also in L. 
It is easy to see that the union, intersection and the complement of projective lan- 
guages are projective. Projective languages are also stuttering-closed. 
Definition 2.4. A language over 11 x Zz from a given class of languages (e.g., regular, 
c+regular) is .rc~~~u~~hlt~ if it can be written as 1, = lJ:i,(lZl,li~,), where hl, over ZI 
and .Y, over Zz are stuttering-closed languages from the same class, respectively. 
An equivalence relation N between strings over Z* is a cotuqrut~tzcc if for each 
.I-, J’ c C* such that s k y. for each U. r E II*. KU k I/IY’. 
Defnition 2.5. The .syntuctic con~~rua~~~ wlution (see [7]) Y,_ of a language L ‘c 2“‘ 
is the relation over I* such that 1: %,, I’ when for each IL’.: t Z*. ICE E /, iff \\‘I’: F L 
The syntactic congruence relation of a regular language has a finite number of cquiv- 
alence classes [7]. Notice that a language is regular ii? it is the union of (also said 
to be saturated by) the equivalence classes of some congruence relation with a finite 
index [12,21] (i.e., a finite number of equivalence classes). 
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Definition 2.6. A congruence relation N saturates an o-regular language L if for any 
classes U, V of m, if UV”’ n L # 0, then UP CL. 
Lemma 2.7 (see Thomas [31]). Let - be u congruence ocer C* oj’,finite index. For 
any o-word CI E C”’ there ure w-clusses U, V, w’ith VV C V (and hence V = V+) und 
UV 2 U, such that x E UP’. 
Definition 2.8. The syntactic congruence =L for an o-language L G C”’ is the follow- 
ing equivalence relation over C*: u =L t’ iff for each X, y, z E C”, 
1. xuyzvz’” E L ej xryz” E L, where z # E, and 
2. x(y~z)~’ E L ti x(y~z)~’ E L, where yuz # c and yz~z # i:. 
Lemma 2.9 (see Arnold [4]). An wlunguage L is regulur zx its syntactic. congruence 
EL is oj’finite index and saturates L. Moreover, {f L is un u-regular Ianguuge, ML is 
the coarsest congruence saturating L. 
Lemma 2.10 (see Arnold [4]). Let L be an w-regular language. Let x,/J E I”’ be 
two pt’ords, partitioned into infinitely many segments x = uoulu2.. und [j = q ~203 . . 
such that for each i > 0, II, %:L Z’i. Then x E L $f /I E L. 
The temporal logic LTL [S] allows assertions about the temporal behavior of a 
program. Given a finite set of propositions Y, the LTL formulas are defined inductively 
as follows: 
l every member of 9 is a formula, 
l if Cp and II/ are formulas, then so are +, p A $, 0~ and CP&. 
An interpretation of an LTL formula is an infinite word r = x0x1 . over the 
alphabet 2.‘, i.e. a mapping from the naturals to 2”. We write ii for the suffix of 5 
starting at x,. The semantics of LTL is as follows: 
l < k A iff A E x0, for A E 3, 
0 5 + -cP iff not r /= Cp, 
l [+qAtiiff<kVandt+ti, 
0 < + O’P iff 41 + ‘P, 
l t b V&t/’ iff there is an i30 such that r; k tk and 51 k Cp for all O<j < i. 
Let F as an abbreviation for A A ~4, and T be an abbreviation for 7~. We also use the 
following abbreviations: Cp V $ = l((+P) A (d)), 0~ = ST&V, 043 = 7 0 +. 
It is easy to see that the logic LTL without the nexttime operator can describe only 
stuttering-closed properties [ 181. The converse, namely that every stuttering-closed LTL 
property can be expressed without the nexttime operator, also holds [33]. 
The logic ETL extends LTL by allowing quantification over Boolean variables (this 
is not the notation used in [34], but is an equivalent notation, sometimes also called 
QPTL). The semantics of ETL allows a quantified variable to have different Boolean 
values over different states. Thus, Zl.4 Cp means that there exists a boolean value for A 
in every state (not necessarily the same value for all the states) such that CP is true. For 
example, 3.4 ((+I A q (A 4 OTA) A n(+ + 0.4)) A ?(A -+ B)) is an ETL formula 
that asserts that B holds at least in every even state. (The quantified proposition .4 
holds exactly in the even states, and B must hold at least whenever A holds.) It is 
shown in [34] that this property cannot be formulated in LTL. 
We will exploit the correspondence between ETL and Biichi automata [34], and 
between LTL and star-free automata [19,8]. Each LTL or ETL formula over the 
(free, in ETL) propositions 4 can be seen as a language of infinite words ((u-words). 
Such a language is defined over the finite alphabet Z = 2’. The handbook chap- 
ter [31] gives a comprehensive survey on to-regular languages and temporal 
logics. 
When the projective language L, defined over the product C of component alphabets. 
is translated into a formula Cp, we require that each component alphabet Z, corresponds 
to a disjoint set of propositions .4,. This forms a partition .Yt U ./Pl of the propositions 
that appear in the formula 43. Then the pair (cP,.Y, U-Yzj is said to be projcctiw. When 
clear from the context, the partition is not mentioned and then the formula (i, is said 
to be projective. 
An LTL or ETL formula 47 (paired with a given partition .4 of the propositions that 
appear in (P, which will be omitted when clear from the context) is called .se~~~~~~trd 
if it is written as a Boolean combination of stuttering-closed [ 181 temporal formulas, 
each with (free, in ETL) propositions of a single subset of the partition .4. A temporal 
formula I/’ that is logically equivalent to a separated formula is called ,S~~JILII.U~/C. 
For example, the LTL formula q 0 ((P A Q) v R) is separable with respect to the 
partition {P,Q}w{R} since it is equivalent to the separated formula 10 (PA Q)\/ ~’ 0 R. 
Another example is the LTL formula o(A -+ 00 (lBr\OB))r\o(B - OO(-AA~_JA)). 
That is, whenever A is ‘I‘, B will change in the future from F to ‘I’, and similarly. when 
interchanging the A’s and B’s, This formula is separable with respect to the partition 
{A} M {B}. This stems from the fact that this it is semantically equivalent to the LTL 
formula (~17.4 A :lB) V (o 0 A A q 0 -3A A 13 0 B /‘, q 0 -B). That is. either ,,I and R arc 
constantly F, or they keep changing their truth value. 
Notice that the same ETL or LTL formula 17 (formula ~1, respectively) over the 
predicates ./PI (predicates ./Pz. respectively) that correspond to an alphabet Z, == 2’1 
(alphabet C, = 2”:, respectively) expresses both a stuttering-closed language L / (I_,{. 
respectively) and the language L,.lIYi’ (YJIL B, respectively). Thus, using Lemma 2.2, 
Lj llL8 is expressed by the formula 17 II /I. Hence, we use the concurrent composition 11 
rather than intersection n (notice that L,r n L/j = a), as our language theory counter- 
part of the Boolean conjunction A when L 1 and L. H are stuttering-closed with disjoint 
alphabets. 
It is illustrative to compare various response properties [8] on the basis of projec- 
tiveness: consider the partition {A} M {B}. 
Kcsponsc to insistrnce: q A + OB, i.e., if il always hold (i.e., is .I-, or OCC’UYS 
po.riric~) then B will hold eventually. 
I<r.spon.rc~ to prrsistencc: u 0 A i 0 B, i.e., if A holds infinitely often then B will 
hold eventually. 
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Response to an impulse: q I(A + OS), i.e., whenever A holds, B will hold sometime 
later. 
The first two response properties are projective. They do not constrain the relative 
order between the positive occurrence of A and B. For example, response to persistence 
even allows that the only positive occurrence of B will happen before the first positive 
occurrence of A. On the other hand, the third property, response to impulse, requires 
that for each positive occurrence of A there is a later (or a simultaneous) positive 
occurrence of B and thus it is not projective. Mutual exclusion, asserting that two 
processes cannot reside simultaneously in the same critical section is another example 
of a property that is not projective. 
Definition 2.11. The projective closure L- of a language L over an alphabet C is the 
smallest projective language over C that contains L as a subset. 
Notice that if L is regular (w-regular), L- is not necessarily regular (o-regular, 
respectively). For example, if L = ((a,~) U (b,d))*, then L- contains exactly the 
words over {a, 6) x {c, d} m which the total number of changes between a and b in 
the first component is the same as the total number of changes between c’ and d in 
the second component. This is obviously not a regular language. 
3. Correspondence between projectiveness and separability 
In this section we establish the main results, showing correspondence between pro- 
jective and separable languages for regular, star-free regular, u-regular and star-free 
w-regular languages. Similarly, we show the correspondence between projective and 
separable ETL and LTL properties. 
Theorem 3.1. A regular lanyuage L over Z = Cl x 22 is projective isf it is separable, 
i.e., can be written us L = U:=,(Mi 1) Nr), jh 1~ ere Mi and Ni are stuttering-closed 
regular languages over Cl and 12, respectively. 
Proof. One direction is easy: if L can be written as lJy=,(Mi // N,), then every word of 
L belongs to at least one of the sets Mi )/ Nr in this union. From the definition of the 
concurrent composition operator /(, ML 11 Ni is closed under the equivalence relation --, 
hence, projective. Finally, the union of projective languages is projective. 
We show the other direction. Assume, without loss of generality, that L does not 
contain the empty word E; otherwise, c can be handled as a trivial separate case. For 
each a E Z1, b E Cz, let L(a,b) = L n (C~,b)*(a,b)(a,b)(a,~~)*. Thus, L(a,b)cL 
allows first only changes to the first component, and later only changes to the second 
component. Since L(a, b) is an intersection of two regular languages, it is also regular. 
Because of the projectiveness of L, if (r, /z?) E L, where a = last(a), b =$rst(P), then 
(a,bi”l)(a~fiI,~) E L(a,b). This is demonstrated in Fig. 1. 
< a 
2 
Let NL(~,,~) be the syntactic congruence relation for L(a,h). Define two sets of lan- 
guages, obtained from the set of equivalence classes of N,,([,_h): let 
Ed., = {M n ((~l,~)“W)) 1 hf c (.Wf,,u.h,)}. (1) 
That is, Ed,h is the restrictions of the syntactic congruence classes of _!,(a, h) to words 
in which the second component is fixed as h, and the first component ends with the 
letter a. Similarly, let 
E& = {N n ((a,b)(a.C,)*) 1N c: c~.s(~~(~~,~))}. (2) 
That is, EC:,, is the restriction of the syntactic congruence classes of L(u.h) to words 
in which the first component is fixed as a, and the second component starts with the 
letter h. 
Consider now a pair of languages ME Et ,, and N E Eil,. Since A4 and !“\i’ are 
subsets of equivalence classes of the syntactic congruence relation of L(a.b), either 
MN cL(cr,b), or MN n L(a,b) = GI. We define a predicate conlp~l,,~(M, N) among 
such pairs that will hold exactly when MN cL(a,h). We say that M and N are (w77- 
ptihk (for u,h). The number of compatible pairs is bounded by the square of the 
number of equivalence classes of the syntactic congruence relation NL(~,,~) and hence is 
finite. Notice also that each word ; in L(a, b) can be written as a concatenation ;‘I;‘?, 
where ;‘I E M for some M E E,),,, and ;!z E N for some N E Ez,,,. Let 
(3) 
We claim that i = L. We first show that f. 2 L. Let M E Ei,,,, N E ES,,, and 
computrr,h(M, N). From the choice of M and N, it holds that MN C L(a,h) C L. Now, 
for each word x E (MT,) 11 (N~z), there is an equivalent word /I 3 SI such that 
/j E MN. Since L is projective and contains MN, it also contains all the words that 
are equivalent to words in MN, in particular X. Hence, L contains (n/rl1) I/ (Fii ). 
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To see that L C i, consider any (a, b) E L, with a = last(z) and b = ,jrst(j?). Then, 
according to the above construction, (x, b~‘I)(ai~i, p) E L(a, b) c L. Thus, there exist A4 
and N such that (x, bl”‘) E M E Ei b (a’“‘, b) E N E Ei,h, hence compat, h(M, N). But , ’ - 
then, (z,B) E (MT) /( (N 12) CL. Finally, it is evident that (3) is written in the desired 
form. 0 
We prove now that the result of theorem 3.1 also holds when restricting the languages 
to the star-free regular case. 
Lemma 3.2 (see [7,29,27]). Any equivalence class of the syntactic congruence rela- 
tion 2~ (z~, respectively) Ji)r u star-free regular (o-regular, respectively) language 
L is itself stm-free. 
Theorem 3.3. A regular star--ice language L over C = Cl x C2 is projective ifs it is 
separable. 
Proof. We only need to check that all the constructions that are made in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 can be done for star-free regular languages. To begin with, star-free 
languages are known to be closed under union, intersection and complementation [ 191. 
Lemma 3.2 established that star-freeness is preserved when moving from a language 
to the equivalence classes of its syntactic congruence. 
Although the Kleene star operator is not allowed in general for star-free languages, 
the limited use of the star operator in the proof of Theorem 3.1 can be eliminated: the 
regular expression Z:* can be rewritten as X U B for two distinct words CI, /II E C*. The 
regular expressions for (Cl, b)* and (a, CI)* can be rewritten without the Kleene star 
in a similar way. 
Finally, the projection operation does not, in general, preserve star-freeness. How- 
ever, it is applied in Theorem 3.1 in a very restricted way: each language projected over 
its first (second, respectively) component has a fixed second (first, respectively) com- 
ponent. Hence, the projection operator used in Theorem 3.1 corresponds to language 
isomorphism, which preserves star-freeness. 0 
Having established the main result with respect to regular and star-free regular lan- 
guages, we continue to prove it for the corresponding languages over infinite words. 
We will use the following simple lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. !f an o-regulur language L is projective, the congruence classes of the 
relation =:L are projective. 
Proof. Directly from Definition 2.8, when setting u z v. 0 
Lemma 3.5. IJ’L is u projective language and L’ C L, such that L’ = (X 11 X’)( Y I/ Y’)“, 
with X, Y C Cl *, X’, Y’ i &*, then L’ C(XY”) /I (X’Y’“‘) G L. 
Proof. Directly from the definition of projectivity. 0 
Proof. Again, one direction is easy and similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We will 
show the other direction, namely that if L is projective it can be written in the required 
form It follows from Lemmas 2.7, 2.9 and 3.4 that a projective to-regular language L 
can be written as a finite union U, U, 5”‘. where L). 1; arc regular pwjwtirc languages. 
J{ I$ <z I; (and hence also C; = I{ ’ ), and U, 4 2 r/;. 
Applying Theorem 3.1 to each equivalence class C; of the syntactic congruence ~1 
of L, we can write I$ as a finite union 
(3) 
Define the equivalence relation EL such that 1‘ ~1. TV iff both r and \I’ belong to the 
same set I;’ = “;“I I/ I$‘.‘, for some i.j. Thus, =,, is a refinement of the syntactic 
congruence relation z[_, 
The language L can now be written as follows: 
(5) 
However, (5) is not yet in the required form. In order to obtain the required form we 
need to distribute the rightmost union in (5) over the ct+iteration. We will use Ramsey 
Theorem on partitions of tr) to prove that every word in L has a suffix that is in the 
c+iterdtion over a single set 7’ = 7” ’ /I I;‘.‘. 
According to Lemma 2.7, for each word x E L, there exist equivalence classes LT,, I; 
Of rz~_ such that x t U, I$“’ CL, v = bj-, and r/‘, C; C U,. We write x as UP~I‘~~-~ . 
such that II t r/‘, and for each k>O, t’i; t I$. Let d,(k. 1) be the concatenation of the 
words rl; L‘L-1 vi- 1. Then since C; =: C; ’ , A,(k, I) E 4 belongs to some equivalence 
class I” C I; of zL. Thus, there is a finite partition of the pairs of integers such that 
(1~1,~) and (&,tr’) are in the same class of pairs iff .4,(~7.~r) and n,(m’.~l’) are in the 
same equivalence class I$’ C I; of zL. 
A.ccording to Ramsey theorem, when an infinite set of pairs of naturals is partitioned 
into a finite number of sets, there exists an infinite sequence of integers .X-I .x~..Y?. 
such that each pair (and in particular, each adjacent pair in the sequence) is in the 
same set of the partition. This means that there is a way of writing the suffix t’i1.21‘3 
of X. as M’~,(.Y,,.~~)~,(x~,,~,)~~(.~~,.uJ). . . . where all the words d,(x~,x~~+ I) belong to 
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the same equivalence class T;“, and w = d,( 1,x, ) E y (but w is not necessarily 
in J$‘). Each word c( of L has a suffix da(x~,x~)dr(x2,~3)dr(x~,x~).. ., which consists 
of an infinite concatenation of words from the some equivalence class v of kl.. The 
prefix uw of a belongs to qv and hence according to Lemma 2.7 to U,. In particular, 
uw E Uk for some I/+ C U / - J’ 
We Lan thus write the language L as 
Thus, 
(6) 
(7) 
According to Lemma 3.5, 
(r?;“J /I qk.Q”;‘“” 1) ~~}‘.‘)(“~(C:k,‘(~*.‘)“‘) 11 ($J(c;“‘-2)‘“)CL. 
Set 
(8) 
From (7) and (8) we immediately get that i CL. It is also obvious by (7) and (8) 
that i > L. 
The formula in (8) is a finite union of the concurrent composition of infinite lan- 
guages over Ct and ,X1. Thus, it can be written as a finite union &(M; /I N,), where 
Mj, N, are w-regular languages. To enforce the required form, we close each Mi and 
Ni in the above expression under stuttering. Since L is projective, closing IV; and 
Ni under stuttering does not create words that are not already in L. Hence, L = 
u:=,Gz II N;). 0 
Corollary 3.7. An ETL formula (P is separable iff the property it expresses is 
projective, both with respect to the same partition PI k~ 92 of the propositions that 
appear free (i.e., not under the scope of any quantifier) in CP. 
Proof. The right to left direction follows directly from Theorems 3.6, Lemma 2.2, 
and the correspondence between the operators U and // on languages with V and A, 
respectively, in ETL. 
To prove the other direction, let cp be separable, i.e., can be written in equiva- 
lent form as a separated formula t/J. Let ~1, ~2,. . q,, be $‘s stuttering-closed Boolean 
components over the propositions 91, while ~1, ~2,. pm are its components over 92. 
Then there are 2mtn Boolean combinations of these components where each one can 
appear either negated or unnegated. From propositional logic it follows that CP can 
be written in an equivalent form as a disjunction of such a combination (disjunctive 
normal form). Each disjunct can be written as a conjunction of a stuttering-closed 
formula over 91 and a stuttering-closed formula over 91. Then, translating these sub- 
formulas to languages, each such disjunct corresponds to a concurrent composition of 
a stuttering-closed language. Hence (P is projective as well. I 
We will now show that when the language L is star-free. one can separate it into 
star-free languages over local alphabets. 
Proof. When L is star-free, the non trivial direction in the proof of Theorem 3.6 needs 
to be repeated, showing that each step of the construction can be done with star- 
free languages. This is based on some properties of star-free regular and co-regular 
languages. 
As in the regular case (over finite words), star-free c+regular languages are easily 
shown to be closed under a finite union, intersection, complement, and stuttering clo- 
sure. It is now easy to check that if the projective language L is star-free, each one 01 
the steps in the constructions of Theorem 3.6 produces a star-free language. L 
Now we can use the connection between star-free to-regular languages and LTL 13 11 
to obtain the connection between projective and separable LTL properties: 
Corollary 3.9. An LTL Jbrmulu is st~puruhlr if the propert!, it c~spres.w.s is projtq~tiw 
Theorem 3.10. Dt~cidirzy prqjectiueness qf’u puir ($. 9) ,f’ o NH L TL (or ETL ) fiwmlrlu 
$ und u purtition 9, is PSPACE-hurd. 
Proof. It was shown [30] that satisfiability for LTL (and ETL) properties that contain 
only l-he modal ‘until’, denoted by ‘M (and hence are stuttering-closed) is PSPACE- 
complete. Let Cp be such a formula and 2 = { Qr.. Q,,} be the set of propositions that 
appear in Cp. Denote 1 V 4 = -(Qr V V Q,). Let A and B be propositions that do 
not occur in 4. 
We present a reduction from the satisfiability of LTL to projectivity. Consider the 
formula 
Then, $ is projective with respect to /P = (4 U {A}) h6 {B} iff Cp is not satisfiable. 
Suppose (i? is satisfiable. Then, in each sequence, A and B must turn from I‘ to F at 
the same state. To be projective, there must be also sequences in which the change is 
done in different states. If Cp is not satisfiable, then so does $, hence it is projective 
by definition. 0 
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In [26], we obtain a PSPACE upper bound for recognizing projectivity for LTL 
formulas. We also prove the same complexity for Biichi automata, obtaining the fol- 
lowing. 
Theorem 3.11 (see Peled et al. [26]). Recoynking projectivity ji)r CO-rccgulur lun- 
guages expressed us LTL jtirmulus or Biichi Lcutomuta is PSPACE-comnpletr. 
Finally, to prove the converse of Lemma 3.4, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.12. !f’ SI E /?, jbr CI, /3 E C”‘, then jiw every jinitr prejix x ä x, there is u 
jinite pr’lfix y ä [f und u string z such that xz c y. 
Proof. Let x ä x. Let y be the smallest prefix of p such that Xii C yli for i = 1,2. Such 
a prefix y exists since x = p. Then, let ti be the string such that xlit, = yl;, for i = 1,2. 
Now if It11 > It21 then z = (t,,tz(lrtst(t2))1’1’~“~‘), else z = (t~(lust(t~))i”~~~“~,t~). 0 
Theorem 3.13. An to-regular Iunguuge L is projective $f’ the congruence clusses of 
the relation EL are proJ’ective. 
Sketch of Proof ‘. One direction was given in Lemma 3.4. For the other direction, 
assume that the congruence classes of ZL are projective and that x = p. We have to 
show that c( E L iff b E L. It is sufficient to show that there is a sequence of w-words 
3 = 7’1,11’2,...,,n *I = p such that for each 0 6 i < n, y, and :‘,+I can be decomposed into 
infinitely many factors I’! = uouiu2.. , ;‘;+I = L’~c~v~. . . , and for each j 2 0, ui G ci. 
Then, according to Lemma 2.10, x EL iff 1 EL. 
Denote by r(y) the number of ways one can decompose a finite or infinite word 1 
into 2’1;~ such that lust(yl) #jirst(]j2). In case of infinitely many such decompositions, 
T(y) = Q. We say that 7 is bulunced if r(;qli) = f(;jl2) (recall that our projection 
operators also remove stuttering and notice that T(y) = r(e))). There are four cases, 
depending on whether T(ali) or r(cxI2) is finite or infinite. We will treat the most 
complicated case, where both are infinite. 
We will use a sequence of five words x = yi,~2,y3,~‘4,~5 = fi, where y3 = (311, ail). 
From the definition of projectivity, since c( = fl, (rii,xI2) = (bli,pl2). Hence, it is 
sufficient to show how to construct decompositions for ;‘I, ;‘2 and 73. 
We will decompose x = pi into uaui u2 . and construct 72 = s&sl tl . . . such that 
for every j it holds that: (a) ug = SO, and u,+i = tjSj+l, (b) s,t, is balanced, (c) 
last(tjll) # first(s,+lII) and lust(til2) #~rst(s,+ll2) and (d) sotasi . .s, is unbalanced. 
Then, we can decompose ~2 into balanced factors tiaui ~‘2.. such that for j 30, L’, = 
S,tj. Since 17 is balanced, Wj = (Ujli,rjl2) IS well formed. Thus, w,i = t.,. Moreover 
from (c) above, it holds that WOW~W~... = (ali,al2) = 73. 
We will assume that x contains infinitely many unbalanced prefixes (otherwise, one 
can use a simpler construction than the one described below). Assuming we have 
’ The proof was suggested by Th. Wilke 
already constructed the prefix s = 1~~11 .u,-1 of X, we will show how to extend 
it by constructing 21,. Assume without loss of generality that r(sll ) < T(s/z). We 
choose U, to be long enough to satisfy that r(.xll ) < T(su, 11). r( 14~1, ) > 2, r( ~1, ~1) 3 2. 
and ~(xu,jI ) # T(.XLdjl?). 
Let II E II, be a word of the form (II, 11 hsf(u, / 1 )'. 14,~~hst(u,~~)') (i.e.. stuttering is 
allowed only at the end of each component). Let L/ = ( XLI.~:). with a t L,. h c VJ, 
Let IH be defined as follows: 
1,,7 = r(_+) + r(lN.Pt(SI~)b) + 1 - (l-(xl, ) + r(lust(sI, ),jKSf(Z~~,))) 
Decompose II into U’U” such that 124'1 = m. Then it holds that T(.uu’/) ) = r(.~l2h”‘). WC 
choose !,_I = (~‘ll,h”) and s, = (u”/~u”*,z ). It is straightforward to show that (a)-(d) 
are satisfied. 0 
4. Applications of projective properties 
In this section we study the connection between projective properties and partial order 
techniques for model checking (and verification). Partial order reduction for model 
check.ing [23] exploits an equivalence relations between the execution sequences of 
programs to reduce the size of the state graph used to check that a program satisfies 
a given property. 
A finite state program P over a global state space Z = Cl x I’ x C,, consists of 
a finite set of operations T and an initial state I E Z. Each operation 5 F T is a 
purtid function from a subset of the components C;, x C,, x ... x Z,, with indexes 
in(t) = {il, iz., , ii} to a non-empty subset of the components C,, x C,: x Y 1, 
with indexes out(t) = {jl, jl, . . . j,,,}. The components correspond to local state spaces 
of concurrent processes of the program P. In many cases. k(z) = OUT(T). 
Denote the restriction of a state s E Z to the components indexed by the set I by 
s [I. Then an operation T E T can be executed from a state s t Z iff s Lnrcr, is in the 
domain of T. We also say in this case that 7 is rnc/hM from s. The effect of executing 
T from s is to change the state s into a state s’ where .s’[~,~,,(~)= T(sL~,~~~,) and the rest 
of the components are unchanged, i.e., s/l{, ,,,,., ll\r,,rr,T)= .Y 11 ,, ,,,l\I,u,Ci). An execution 
sequence is an infinite sequence of global states sosIs2 . starting from the initial state. 
i.e., .Q = I, by executing a sequence of operations ~(1x1 x2 from T. For simplicity, we 
assume that there always exists an enabled operation, hence each execution sequence 
is infnite. That is, for each i 30, (a) X, is enabled in s,, and (b) s, 1 = x(x, ). Denote 
the set of execution sequences of a program P by jP1. 
An execution sequence can be represented both by the sequence of operations exe- 
cuted, or the sequence of states generated by the execution of these operations, start- 
ing with I. To distinguish between these two representations, sequences of states 
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will be denoted by 5, t’, ti,. . , while sequences of operations will be denoted by 
5, & 6, . . . . 
We consider properties, paired with a partition 9’1 I& . ki $, of their propositions, 
which agree with the component alphabets i.e., Z-i = 2.‘). A property Cp of a program 
P can be seen as a language Lq C C”‘. The program P satisfies Cp iff [P] C Lq. 
Definition 4.1. A reflexive and symmetric binary &pendency relation 9 C T x T is a 
reflexive and symmetric equivalence relation such that (a, b) E 9 iff (m(a)nm(b))u 
(out(~) n h(b)) u (in(a) n 024t(b)) f 0. 
That is, the operations a and b can either change the same component state space, 
or the execution of one of them may depend upon a component that is changeable by 
the other [14]. This guarantees that two independent operations that can be executed 
from some global state s obtaining a state s’ can be executed from s in the reversed 
order, obtaining the same global state s’. 
Denote the restriction of a sequence z to a set of letters S, obtained by erasing all 
the letters that are not in S, by ? T S. 
Definition 4.2. Two sequences of operations ? and ? are trace equivalent, denoted by 
z L F, if for each pair of operations (a, 6) E 2, ? r {a, b} = e ?‘ {a, b}. 
Thus, two equivalent sequences may be distinguished from each other only by the 
order of independent operations. For other alternative definitions of the equivalence A; 
see [16,5]. 
Checking that a program satisfies a property 9 can be done by generating a graph G 
representing the state space of the checked program P. The states of G correspond to 
the letters of the global alphabet C, and the edges correspond to the transitions T. Each 
infinite path of G, starting from the state representing the initial state 1, corresponds 
to an execution sequence of P. Some algorithms, such as [28] can be applied to G 
to check that all such paths generated by G correspond to an execution sequence that 
satisfies V. 
The partial order reduction algorithm constructs a reduced state graph G’. The se- 
quences generated by G’ are a subset of the sequences generated by G. For each 
execution sequence t of P, there exists at least one sequence e generated by G’ such 
that z 2 F. An algorithm to construct such a reduced state graph G’ for a given 
program P can be found in [23]. Since the reduced state graph has to generate fewer 
sequences, it can be considerably smaller than the full state graph. 
Define an occurrence of an operation r E T in a (finite or infinite) sequence z as 
a pair (s,n) such that n is a natural number and z appears at least n times on 5. 
One can write a string [ alternatively as a sequence of occurrences according to the 
following rules: (a) if (r, n) appears on 5 after (7, m) with no occurrences of r in 
between, then n = m + 1, and (b) if no occurrence of z precedes (~,m), then m = 1. 
Similarly, one can translate a sequence of occurrences to a sequence of operations 
by projecting over the first component. Hence we use sequences of operations and 
sequences of occurrences interchangeably. For example, t = ahha~. can be written 
as (0, l)(h, 1)(6,2)(a,2)(c. 1) 
Each sequence z imposes a total order on its occurrences. The union of the total 
orders formed by the sequences in a trace equivalence class forms a partial order. 
Hence, the reduction method is traditionally called ‘partial-order reduction’. 
Define the maximal P; occwwnw on a finite sequence C; to be the last occurrence 
(i.e.. maximal in the total order defined by the sequence) (r. /g) on Ti such that i ; 
out(~), if such an occurrence exists; otherwise, it is defined to be the special value -/. 
Let rf be a finite or infinite sequence , (s.17) an occurrence on it. Denote z = ii (r. ~1) /7. 
Define the P, prr&rssor ~?/‘(T~II) on z as the maximal P, occurrence in (T. That is. the 
last occurrence of an operation that can change the value of component i before (T./II. 
For example, let z = (0, 1) (h, 1) (6,2) ((I, 2) (c, I). Let the program P has three processes 
PI, 1~2 and P3 such that o&(a) = { 1,2}, out(b) = (2.3) and c~ut(c) = { 1.2,3}. Then 
the PI predecessor of (L.. 1) is (u_ 2). It is also the P2 predecessor of (c. I ;‘. The P: 
predecessor of (c. I) is (b,2). 
Proof. Let zI A &. It follows from Definition 4.2 that :I and h have the same 
set of occurrences (since the dependency relation is reflexive). Furthermore, from 
Definition 4.2 it holds that each occurrence (t,n) of the two trace equivalent sequences 
zl and & has the same P, predecessor for each i E in(T). This stem from the fact that 
the operations of these occurrences, together with r itself, are interdependent according 
to Definition 4. I. Thus, they appear in the same relative order in & and &. 
Let c?, and ii2 be finite prefixes of ;I and &, respectively, such that ~71 and ~72 
have the same maximal P, occurrence. Then the ith components of the last state ot 
(~1 and the last state of gl have the same value. This is proved by induction on the 
alphabetic order among pairs of lengths (ICI/. /g2/). If for both prefixes the maximal P, 
occurrence is i,, i.e., T does not appear in both ii, and $2, then the ith components of 
the last states of both prefixes are the same as the ith component of the initial state I. 
Otherwise, let $1 and pi be the maximal prefixes of ii] and $2, respectively, that do 
not contain the occurrence (r. H). The value of the ith components of the last state of 
(~1 and the last state of 02 depend only on the value of the local components of in(~) 
in the last states of pt and ~2, respectively. The P, predecessor of (z,t7) is the same 
for both a’, and ~72, as shown above. Now we can apply the inductive hypothesis to 
the :shorter prefixes p’t and $2. Thus, 41 and (2 have the same local states for each 
process P, up to stuttering. Hence, <, 5 <I!. C 
The state graph generated by the model-checking algorithm with partial order reduc- 
tion [23,24,9] must generate at least one sequence from each equivalence class rather 
than all the execution sequences of a program. In order to check that a program P 
satisfies a property CJI using the reduced state graph, (I, must not distinguish between 
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two sequences of the same equivalence class, i.e., there exists no pair of equivalent 
sequences [ G t’ where 4 satisfies q and [’ satisfies 1~. 
Definition 4.4. A formula cp is said to be equivalence robust with respect to the equiv- 
alence relation - if the formula 40 cannot distinguish between any two sequences of 
the same equivalence class of A. 
Definition 4.5. Properties that are equivalence robust with respect to all equivalence 
classes of G of all finite state programs sharing the same local component alphabets 
will be called uniformly equivalent robust. 
Uniform equivalence robustness depends therefore only on the structure of the pro- 
gram, i.e., the local alphabets (or for temporal logics, the partitioning of propositions), 
rather than its code. Characterizing the equivalence robust properties is hence useful 
for verification as well as for model checking methods [14, 15,231. 
Theorem 4.6. An LTL or ETL jbrmula cp is unijkrdy equivalence robust (if it is 
projective. 
Proof. Using Lemma 4.3, each equivalence class of - is included in an equivalence 
class of --. (We do not claim that - is a refinement of S, since 2 is defined only over 
words that are sequences of programs, while E is more liberal and is defined over all 
the infinite words of C.) Thus, if cp is projective, then it is uniformly equivalence robust. 
To prove the other direction, we will show that if cp is not projective, there exists at 
least one program for which p is not equivalence robust: let L C C” be the language 
that corresponds to q. From Theorem 3.13, the syntactic congruence zL cannot be 
projective. Thus, from its definition there exist u, v, x, y, z E C* such that u z v and 
one of the following holds: 
1. xuyz” E L and xv_vz” $ L, where z # a, or 
2. x(yuz)” E L and x( yvz)“’ 6 L, where yuz # E and yvz # c. 
Let a be xvyz”’ if the first case holds, and x(yvz)” in the second case. 
Now, CI is trace equivalent to some word in L but is not in L. Let /I, = a]~ and 
,$ = aI*. Thus, it holds that PI ilpl n L # 8. To complete the proof, the infinite words 
pt and /32 can be easily translated into processes PI and P2 on disjoint state spaces, 
with alphabets Cl and Cl, respectively. The program P is the union of operations of 
PI and P2, with initial state that corresponds to the initial state of both processes, and 
with g = (Cl x Cl) U (C, x C,). The executions of the program P contain (among 
others, since no fairness requirement [S] was assumed) the sequences of fit ]Ip2, which 
are all equivalent under A. But PI ]lfl 2 contains both a sequence that satisfies cp (is in 
L) and a sequence that does not satisfy 40 (e.g., the sequence cc).’ q 
*The reason for constructing programs for the words /?I and /I* (based on projections of the ultimately 
periodic word x) and not directly for the languages Ll I and 1512 is that not every tu-language corresponds 
to a set of sequences of some finite state program [I]. 
The practical consequence is that a reduced state graph generated by partial order 
methods, such as [23,24,9,32], can be used for checking projective properties. For non- 
projective properties, the structural information about the partition of the propositions 
according to the components (processes) is not sufhcient to determine if the reduced 
state graph is appropriate for checking the correctness of the property. One can still 
check non-projective properties using partial order techniques: this is done by extending 
the dependency relation L/, which refines the equivalence relation k, and hence requires 
more representatives. However, this comes at the expense of reducing the efficiency as 
it means extending the state graph [23]. 
Notice that instead of checking for projectiveness, which was shown in Theorem 3. IO 
to be hard, one can use the result of Corollary 3.9, and constrain the syntax to separated 
formulas. 
Sequential consistency was formulated in [2], based on a definition of [17], as a cri- 
terion for fast memory implementations, e.g., using caches. Let M be a non-sequential 
implementation of a sequential (i.e., non-cached) memory M,,.,,. The implementation 
must satisfy some safety consistency conditions, e.g., that the value read by a reau’[x] 
operation in an execution is the same as the last value written by the most recent 
udtel:x] command in that execution. We denote these conditions by consi.stent(M). 
Denote the set of behaviors (executions) of a memory A4 by [Ml. Then it is required 
that 
cwn.vistent(M) A V< E [A4]3p E [hfIcdc,] r s p. (13) 
Now consider properties that are expressed as temporal formulas over a set of predi- 
cates, partitioned according to the different local state spaces of the program’s processes. 
Let (/j be a projective property of A&(,, i.e., the language L,, that corresponds to (p sat- 
isfies ‘iA4,cyl C L,,. It is easy to see that the requirement (13) forces q to be preserved. 
That is, (p is satisfied by the implementation A4, namely, [MI i L,,. This is because cp 
cannot distinguish between < and p when < = p. 
The consistency constraints on the implementation A4 makes sequential consistency 
a stronger requirement than just being equivalent under E to sequential sequences ot 
M,,,,. This allows preserving more properties. For example. in [ 171, mutual exclusion. 
which is not a projective property, is shown to be preserved by such an implementation. 
However. in these cases, the additional non-projective properties that are preserved by 
the implementation depend on the combination of the consistency conditions and the 
actual code of the specific program. The projective properties on the other hand arc 
preserved by ul/ sequential consistent memory implementations. 
The fact that all projective properties are preserved under sequential consistent im- 
plementation can be exploited for purposes of verification: proving that a sequential 
consistent implementation of a program satisfies a projective property 4” can be done 
by proving that (a) the original program satisfies (p, and (b) that the implementation 
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indeed satisfy sequential consistency. Proving (b) is usually done once for each 
implementation (e.g., proving that some architecture satisfies sequential consistency). 
Proving (a) should be much easier than proving directly that the implementation 
satisfies cp. 
Serializability [22,25] is a constraint on database implementations. Instead of a set 
of processes, we are dealing now with a set of finite process-like transuctions. Let 
I&,, represent the sequences of external database events (e.g., the reads and writes) of 
the executions in which only one transaction is allowed to execute at any time. The 
sequences M represent all the interleaved executions allowed by the implementation. 
Then (13) can also serve (with the new interpretation of JJ5,q and A4) as the definition 
of serializability. Considering properties with a set of predicates partitioned according 
to the various transactions, we obtain again that the projective properties are preserved 
for serializable implementations. 
5. Conclusions 
Projective languages over component alphabets were introduced and studied. The pro- 
jective languages in the behavior classes of regular, w-regular and star-free o-regular 
languages were shown to be constructible using the operators union U and the concur- 
rent composition )I from component languages of the corresponding class. Translating 
this result to temporal logics, we showed that projective ETL (LTL) properties over 
a partitioned set of propositions 9 are exactly those properties that can be written 
as a boolean combination of stuttering-closed properties over a single subset of the 
partitioned 9. 
Projective properties were shown to be important for partial order model checking 
methods. It was shown that they can be checked under a construction that generates at 
least one representative interleaving sequence for each partial order execution instead 
of all the sequences. Conversely, it was shown that when a property cp is not projective, 
there exists at least one program for which checking cp cannot rely on representatives. 
Other application of that projective properties include preservation of properties un- 
der hardware implementations that guarantee sequential consistency, and by distributed 
implementations of databases that guarantee serializability. 
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